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posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 07:54 PM

I came across a couple UFO videos that I found interesting, so I figured I’d post them here
for you guys to see.
The first one comes from Salida Colorado on August 27, 1995.
It was filmed on a camcorder and is one of the better UFO videos I have seen.
You can tell by the witnesses voices that they are legitimately watching something they
don’t understand.
That doesn’t necessarily mean it’s ET tech, but this is a time before civilian drones and
desktop computers having readily available CGI software.
It’s unfortunate that the witness died a few years back.
Id love to see the rest of the footage.
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This next video comes from Tijuana, Mexico in 2017.
The objects in the video are eerily similar in shape and appearance as the first video.
If anyone has seen these before, please post any info you may have on them.
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Ask and he shall receive!
I just found this about the first video

Paranormal Borderline 1996 Tim Edwards, Tom King, Jim Deletos

 top topics
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Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 9 hours ago, 18 flags
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More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 3 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 16 hours ago, 16 flags

a reply to: RoScoLaz5
I just finished watching the final video.
Mr Knapp is the host of that clip.
He found that While investigating the first video, 75 years earlier in the same damn town,
An object matching the same description was reported in the newspaper.
With a priest reporting it and watching it from a telescope.

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 15 flags

Blue Shift
      
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 08:29 PM

 link   

The Salida video is a sunlight reflection off a strand of spider silk. That's why it changes in
length and shifts laterally when the strand is blown a little by the wind.

Macenroe82
     
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 08:34 PM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
Possibly.
The 3rd video has an analysis done and it’s claimed to be at 75,000 feet.
And the size of two sears towers.

Blue Shift
  
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 08:47 PM

 link   


originally posted by: Macenroe82
a reply to: Blue Shift
Possibly.
The 3rd video has an analysis done and it’s claimed to be at 75,000 feet.
And the size of two sears towers.

Heh. Jim Dilletoso. Well, it was the best a person could do at the time, I guess.
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a reply to: Blue Shift

Members • 396 • : DISRAELI

Lol best... or he at least had the equipment to do so lol

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 18 • : Dr UAE

To all the decent folk at ATS.

Baddogma
       
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 09:33 PM

General Chit Chat • 10 • : AceWombat04

 link   

For what it's worth, I watched a similar white cylinder for 10 min in AZ back in '97. I had
some time to view it from fairly wide area. It was close to the ground, stationary in brisk
wind, at a 40 degree angle, and seemed, at the least, larger than a commercial jet.
What I saw wasn't a spider web. As to that id for the Salida video, do spiderwebs stay in
the same place for an hour, if not anchored to something? I seem to remember it was up
there for awhile.
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filthyphilanthropist

posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 10:09 PM

 link   

a reply to: Macenroe82
There toward the end of the Salida clip it makes some very unconvincing movements. If it
was truly a UFO, then it sure wasn't very stable. If it was a UFO piloted by an alien, then
they need a new pilot! Tell hom to lay off the Kanar!
That was a long video of blue with s white line moving around. They're were a few birds
and the edge of a roof, but mostly no context.
As Blue Shift pointed out it seems far more likely to be something like spider silk than a
UFO.
The Mexican video is likely a reflection from inside the airplane. It looked awful similar to
an effect I can pull off with my glasses. That would explain the double dash lines.

Necrobile
  
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 10:10 PM

 link   

a reply to: Macenroe82
I grew up in Salida, was a teen around the time Tim Edwards recorded that video. I really
wanted to go see the Sightings team when they came to interview them, but I missed it.
He ended up opening up a restaurant that he called E.T.'s Landing. The food was alright,
but the atmosphere was amusing. If I heard correctly, he became a little obsessive and a
few years later even claimed he saw an alien steal his neighbors car. XD

originally posted by: Blue Shift
The Salida video is a sunlight reflection off a strand of spider silk. That's why it changes
in length and shifts laterally when the strand is blown a little by the wind.
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I won't lie, but now that you said that it's all I can see. It's interesting/sad to think that
what you said could easily be what he recorded. He went all in with it.
edit on 19-6-2020 by Necrobile because: (no reason given)

myss427
      
posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 11:04 PM

 link   

a reply to: Necrobile
Was it not sighted in other states and countries, pretty fast moving spider silk?

Blue Shift

posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 11:47 PM

 link   


originally posted by: Baddogma
As to that id for the Salida video, do spiderwebs stay in the same place for an hour, if
not anchored to something? I seem to remember it was up there for awhile.

It's not that high up, it's only just a little higher than the two roofs it's apparently strung
between. It could stay there until a strong enough breeze blew it away. A clue to that is
the way it apparently zooms back and forth so quickly. It would likely be going supersonic
if it was big and at high altitude. There's also a point late in the video where you can see
the thing and the sun at the same time, and the thing moves exactly opposite the jiggling
sun exactly the way a reflection would. Becomes obvious when you see it.
Several years ago I recorded a similar thing in my own back yard, even made a YouTube
video of it. (Wonder what happened to that?) I did some comparison stills that showed
exactly the same kind of thing including the shimmering irregularities you see, which is
because a strand of web doesn't come out of a spider perfectly uniform and smooth. The
reflection has brighter and darker points that end up looking like lights. In a higherresolution video, you might even see it slightly bend when the strand is bent by the wind.
I could probably make a better, higher-resolution one these days with fresh video I could
literally shoot tomorrow in my back yard. Spider strands - not complete webs - are strung
all over some days.
edit on 20-6-2020 by Blue Shift because: (no reason given)
edit on 20-6-2020 by Blue Shift because: (no reason given)
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Blue Shift

posted on Jun, 19 2020 @ 11:59 PM

 link   

Double
edit on 20-6-2020 by Blue Shift because: (no reason given)

NoCorruptionAllowed
     
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 12:31 AM

 link   

The objects in these videos look nothing like a spider silk mis-identification. I'm just sure
Jim D is going to analyze a video like this and not spot something so simple. Also,
Trigonometry works the same today as it did when he analyzed the videos.
Could spider silk strands be mistaken for some airborne traveling object? Sure it could,
but this doesn't look like one, not to mention the witnesses themselves.
That is something that I would expect Philip Klass to come up with, or Knucklehead Joe
Nickell to say without talking to any witnesses, or having seen such a thing before
themselves.
People who didn't see anything telling the world what everyone else sees themselves isn't
what they saw. That's some entertainment there.

Blue Shift
   
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 01:07 AM

 link   


originally posted by: NoCorruptionAllowed
People who didn't see anything telling the world what everyone else sees themselves isn't
what they saw. That's some entertainment there.

I'm just looking at the hard evidence. I don't really care about the stories unless they
somehow explain what's happening in the actual video, which to my knowledge they don't.
Why are you so emotionally invested in this video being of a UFO rather than a simple
misidentification?
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Please understand that this is a stand of spider web making a bright reflection from the
sun, which is why it looks and moves the way it does. It looks cool because it's out of focus
and you can't see the rest of the strand because it's too fine. It's the reason why when it's
moving left the lights move right as the reflection goes along the strand and why it does
the opposite when the reflection moves the opposite way, because it's the reflection
that's moving and not the strand other than when it's blown by the wind. Blows back, the
reflection goes up a little, wind calms down and the reflection sinks. Ask yourself why it
only moves either up and down or right and left along a slight arc.
Again, I understand it's hard when something you thought was the real deal gets
debunked, but do you really want to hang your hat on this video from a assumedly sincere
guy who unfortunately was just plain wrong about what he saw?

NoCorruptionAllowed
   
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 02:53 AM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
I never said I think it is a "ufo". I said simply that it looks nothing whatsoever like some
kind of silk strand being misidentified by people.
If you can read my post and then reply insisting I called it a ufo when I didn't say anything
at all except it doesn't look anything like silk, then I'm not surprised anymore you might
also disregard everything else about this case and say it's spider silk. If you are getting
everything you read and see so erroneous, then it's understandable why spider silk might
be an explanation for you.
Not trying to be harsh.
Sorry Blue

edit on 20-6-2020 by NoCorruptionAllowed because: (no reason given)

chunder
  
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 04:56 AM

 link   


originally posted by: NoCorruptionAllowed
a reply to: Blue Shift
I never said I think it is a "ufo". I said simply that it looks nothing whatsoever like some
kind of silk strand being misidentified by people.

Before I watched the 3rd video with the "analysis" I came to the conclusion it was spider
silk. I was going to post that view but thought I had better watch the 3rd video first.
There was nothing in it that made me want to change my mind and then found Blue Shift
had already posted.
I don't think it could have been misidentified by the person who took the footage - it
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would have been easy to move to another position that removed the effect that was
filmed.

Macenroe82
  
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 05:42 AM

 link   

a reply to: myss427
Thats correct, as mentioned in the 3rd video, 2 or 3 other states witnessed it at the same
time

Macenroe82
 
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 05:48 AM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
If you do make such a video, let me know and provide me a copy.
I will hand it out to my investigators for reference when they get similar cases.

Necrobile
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 07:12 AM

 link   


originally posted by: myss427
a reply to: Necrobile
Was it not sighted in other states and countries, pretty fast moving spider silk?

When it comes to the UFO that Tim Edwards caught, I'm honestly not sure. I don't ever
recall hearing that particular one being sighted anywhere else.
I've seen quite a few UFO's living in Colorado, and 2 of them were in Salida. None of the
ones I've seen changed shape like the one Edwards recorded. I always remember that no
matter how many times I saw that clip it bothered me how it would change shape like
that. Now that I read the spider-silk theory, that makes a whole lot more sense.
Still could be legit, though. My friend saw a cigar-shaped UFO on his way to work once in
broad daylight.
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NoCorruptionAllowed
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 08:24 AM

 link   


originally posted by: chunder

Before I watched the 3rd video with the "analysis" I came to the conclusion it was spider
silk. I was going to post that view but thought I had better watch the 3rd video first.
There was nothing in it that made me want to change my mind and then found Blue Shift
had already posted.
I don't think it could have been misidentified by the person who took the footage - it
would have been easy to move to another position that removed the effect that was
filmed.

 new topics
If this comes to pass, I'll miss you all.

This one really threw me a curve ball. I remember this case now after looking at that
lighting effect and remember now seeing this before. What got me mixed up over this is
from also watching several other videos of cigar shaped craft with black bands on them
and others. Then this spider silk effect ones being tossed into the bunch was too much of
a contradiction to handle. Some of those look similar.
I never necessarily thought these were legit unknowns, only that it was difficult to
comprehend a videographer taking a video of spider silk hanging off their house or
whatever, and thinking they were capturing some ufo up in the sky and even fooling video
analysts?
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That's just too crazy, but I guess it can happen.
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Antichrist
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Who was Steve Bing?

Jaellma
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 08:24 AM
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originally posted by: filthyphilanthropist
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Political Mud-Pit : 3 hours ago

a reply to: Macenroe82
There toward the end of the Salida clip it makes some very unconvincing movements. If
it was truly a UFO, then it sure wasn't very stable. If it was a UFO piloted by an alien,
then they need a new pilot! Tell hom to lay off the Kanar!
That was a long video of blue with s white line moving around. They're were a few birds
and the edge of a roof, but mostly no context.
As Blue Shift pointed out it seems far more likely to be something like spider silk than a
UFO.
The Mexican video is likely a reflection from inside the airplane. It looked awful similar
to an effect I can pull off with my glasses. That would explain the double dash lines.

LOL. Where do you folks come from?
These videos were pretty well shot, considering what they had to work with at that time.

NoCorruptionAllowed
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 09:04 AM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
I see now what a big mistake I made. Saw these videos awhile back, but forgot about
them, plus getting confused seeing other videos that were better candidates for being
"unknowns" doesn't help.
Sorry about that.

Ektar

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 09:26 AM

 link   

There's another object passing through from top left coming down at an angle
to the right at the 3:08 - 3:09 mark in the 3rd video...
Sorry it's been a while since I've been active & I'm having trouble trying
to snip the still & post

 top topics
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Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 44 flags
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Ektar
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BOOM Biden Suggested Using Logan Act Against
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chunder
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 10:19 AM
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Thank you members of ATS.

Was it not sighted in other states and countries, pretty fast moving spider silk?

Members : 9 hours ago, 18 flags

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 3 hours ago, 17 flags

Someone just saying that, even on a tv programme, doesn't make it true.

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 16 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

ATSAlex

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 10:28 AM

 link   

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 15 flags

The second video is not from Tijuana Mexico, judging by the way they speak they sound
more like from a part of South America like Bolivia or Argentina.
edit on 20-6-2020 by ATSAlex because: (no reason given)

RoScoLaz5

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 10:39 AM

 link   


originally posted by: NoCorruptionAlloweda videographer taking a video of spider silk
hanging off their house or whatever, and thinking they were capturing some ufo up in the
sky and even fooling video analysts?
That's just too crazy

indeed so.

Blue Shift
 
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 11:58 AM

 link   


originally posted by: NoCorruptionAllowed
a reply to: Blue Shift
I see now what a big mistake I made. Saw these videos awhile back, but forgot about
them, plus getting confused seeing other videos that were better candidates for being
"unknowns" doesn't help.
Sorry about that.

No worries, mate. I remember seeing Billy Meier's book about Plieadiean saucers in a
Waldenbooks when it first came out. I thought, man this is it. Bright clear photos of flying
saucers. But then the holes and irregularities started showing up and I finally had to face
it that it was just bogus.
I want this stuff to be true, too, whatever that entails. But you gotta recognize the
weakness of the evidence or you're not getting the truth. There are still crazy things out
there. But you gotta start from a position of skepticism or you're setting yourself up to be
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To all the decent folk at ATS.
General Chit Chat • 10 • : AceWombat04

Quake Watch 2020
Fragile Earth • 45 • : lovemyworld


originally posted by: Necrobile
Still could be legit, though. My friend saw a cigar-shaped UFO on his way to work once in
broad daylight.

You after losing ATS virtual ego - online
tulpa and Akashic Records
Philosophy and Metaphysics • 60 • : pthena

The Matrix as real

Oh, there are certainly legitimate sightings of these kinds of things. I'm not saying there
aren't. And people should be ready to film them if possible. But this one, which so many
people still hold so dear just isn't the real deal.

The Gray Area • 16 • : panoz77

Mood Music Part V
Music • 6620 • : Spiramirabilis

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!

edit on 20-6-2020 by Blue Shift because: (no reason given)
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Blue Shift

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 12:31 PM

 link   


originally posted by: Macenroe82
a reply to: Blue Shift
If you do make such a video, let me know and provide me a copy.
I will hand it out to my investigators for reference when they get similar cases.

I've mentioned a desire to do that. I was thinking of a kind of, "Think you filmed a UFO?
Let's analyze it!". Then show clear examples of the most common misidentifications:
* That bouncing blue lens flare, likely from an iPhone
* Blurry orbs that are out of focus
* Jet contrails in the sunset
* Drones
* Rocket launch trails glowing in the upper atmosphere
* "I didn't see anything when I took the picture, but..." transient bugs and birds
* Airplane lights front-on as they're landing
Basic red flags. Also how to compare multiple images and get better context shots in
daylight for comparison. It might help reduce the noise a little, or at the very least serve
as a guide for creating a more convincing hoax. Maybe I'll make that a project one of
these days. I'm pretty lazy.
But if/when this site shuts down UFO folks might try MUFON. You might want to consider
adding a public forum for discussion and analysis. Photo posting. Make it a No Politics
Zone.

lostgirl
  
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 03:33 PM
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a reply to: Macenroe82
The thing about the "Salida" footage - whatever it is, it's not a spider web - you have to listen to the tape as well as watching it...people with the guy are definitely
seeing something in the sky, which he is filming...
...in the beginning, his young child is asking him about the "spaceship", then later his
teenage son is talking about how you can see 'lights going all around it', then towards the
end an older guy says something about the size of the thing..
And it all sounds totally natural, especially the way he is so preoccupied he can barely
answer the first kid - and then tells him to "go get the binoculars"..
I recommend watching the whole thing blown up on a television screen with the sound
on...

Macenroe82
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 06:24 PM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
Billy Meier! Classic sci-FI UFOlogy.
Last night I was going through audible, checking for something new to listen too and guess
what they have?
Project Serpo in audio book. Lol
And yes I bought it for the sheer entertainment of the tale.

Macenroe82
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 06:29 PM

 link   

a reply to: Blue Shift
To tell you the truth, I’m actually working on the very thing.
I have a majority of the images already, but want to have it all in video format as well,
because we usually get videos submitted to us.
Long story short I was asked to assist in rewriting And updating the MUFON training
manual.
The current one is gods.. for the year 2000 lol.
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It desperately needs updating.

Macenroe82

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 06:37 PM

 link   

a reply to: lostgirl
Oh I know.
Most notably is when he says “get the spotting scope.“
I feel as though If he tried viewing something close with something as powerful as a
spotting scope, I really don’t think he would had been able to see the object in question.
The scope would look beyond the close object.
Thats one of the reasons why I asked Mr Knapp for the full 1 hour video so I can dig a bit
more deeper into it.

ErwinOrb
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 07:36 PM

 link   

Here's an enhanced version of the video, where the movement is visible:

UFO Video Enhancement Series - The 1995 Salida, Colorado UF

lostgirl
posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 07:50 PM

 link   

a reply to: ErwinOrb
Thank you for posting that - so, definitely not a spider web
I really think the video deserves more attention, although I suppose there's not much
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further anyone could go with investigation so many years later..

Jaellma

 link   

posted on Jun, 20 2020 @ 08:01 PM

a reply to: ErwinOrb
Thank you. It really doesn't take much to see it's not a spider's web of any sort.
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